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Dr. Edwin Lee's procedure for reversing tiredness will not only give you even more energy and
help you feel good, but it will also reduce the effects of ageing. "In my practice, the most
typical complaint I hear is, 'I am so tired, but my primary caution doctor says all my blood tests
are normal. Also in his book, Dr. says Dr. Lee.' My book tells you what those medical reasons are
for often feeling tired, and explains how to increase your energy level," Lee addresses the
controversies of endocrinology (the medical field of hormones) and the areas of endocrinology
that are yet to move mainstream.As a respected proponent and authority on hormonal
balance and wellness, and as a leader in defining the continuing future of regenerative and
functional medication, Dr. Lee has spoken at main medical conferences all over the world. It is
also obtainable from Amazon.Being one of the country's most progressive endocrinologists, Dr.
Lee knows all sides of the arguments about: adrenal exhaustion, the use of T3 treatment in
thyroid sufferers, the use of DHEA, the usage of testosterone, the use of progesterone (aside
from pregnancy), and the usage of growth hormone - to name a few. Lee treats patients
planing a trip to his workplace (The Institute for Hormonal Balance, DrEdwinLee.In August 2012,
Dr.com) from all over the world, while also serving as the assistant professor of Internal Medicine
at the University of Central Florida University of Medicine. Lee wrote YOUR VERY BEST
Purchase: Secrets to a Healthy Body and Brain.Being board qualified in Internal Medication,
Endocrinology, Diabetes, Rate of metabolism (with special programs in Regenerative and Useful
Medicine), Dr.
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.. He is so good at hearing what I must say, offer suggestions and takes action. Because of Dr.
It doesn't possess any hype or sales page for some cure all pill. Rather, it's a easy read about
how and just why we age and the areas that are still overlooked by most doctors even with
evidence to the contrary. Lee's. I am a work in progress. Browse it, and I hope it changes your
life like it has done for me! to cure people rather than prescribing pills and more pills for the
side ramifications of the first supplements! The testimonials in the book aren't for self promotion
but totally the contrary which is to show the readers just how many people have succeeded in
turning their wellness around acquiring Dr. Lee's advice despite having their own doctors. I
would recommend this publication to anyone interested in learning more on . It can even help
your personal health care provider understand an alternative pathway to assist you beyond
the standard prescription channel.), muscle mass weakness (no power- couldn't bend down &
Lee. poor editing, uses same paragraph explanation in several chapters, ie copy / paste, uses
way too many ""testamonials", poor grammar All his claims derive from his own views, not
backed with factual or verified. Lee totally gets what medication ought to be about but
unfortunately isn't; thinking something significantly is not right: increased appetite (BIG time!
however, Dr. It was refreshing to finally look for a doctor who believes in a "whole-body"
methodical approach to wellness, as opposed to the conventional process of just treating the
outward symptoms. Dr Lee's apparent and concise explanation of endocrine, hormonal and
nutritional balance was extremely beneficial, and I enjoyed the illustrations. I'd highly
recommend this book to anyone committed to feeling better. but from a deeply personal place.
Lee's book FEEL GREAT Appearance Younger with great interest I read Dr. Lee currently
methods! What a transformation he has made in my overall health.. After reading this book I felt
Dr. This book is the road map we all need to stay in the perfect health once we age. Lee, I'll
enjoy my senior years with an increase of energy and overall better health Very Helpful Dr. Lee
explains stuff in a very masterful yet reader-friendly design. He covers topics like meals
intolerances, adrenal fatigue, hormones, then broadens his discussion to include nutrition,
detoxification, exercise, and other health-promoting actions. I was suppose to get check ups
every 24 months & My symptoms progressed rapidly since January 2016, probably the most
noticeable ones that got my interest & He cites analysis painlessly, and sprinkles individual
testimonies along the way to highlight his factors and add curiosity. He offer practical
suggestions and bullet-stage summaries for each chapter, making it smooth, practical and an
easy to reference. Five Stars Excellent Book Gifted writer and doctor After reading Dr. Lee's
book all the little items finally made sense. Dr. Trying to fix a complicated machine by looking at
just one single part (or one test result), when all parts are interdependant, won't fix the device.
Lee could very well be the first physician to make this complex, interdependant system easy to
understand. I encourage anyone who is looking to understand their bodies in a whole different
way to learn this publication. With the typical way of living we live, we are under a whole lot of
tension and poor diet, which impacts out health over time. Excellent source of information It is
loaded with information and learning for the person interested in the fundamental concepts of
anti-aging. Lee, puts into terms and explains obviously what I have been experiencing in the
last 5 years. I have dog-eared and high-lighted many many webpages.. I have been
misdiagnosed and placed into the catch all group of chronic exhaustion, hypothyroidism, and
despair. His strategy combines western and eastern strategy, a integrative and functional
approach to medicine, using IV vitamin therapy, as well as herbs, lifestyle and cleanses. My life
as a active and motivated person was taken to a screeching halt, I was virtually bedridden
this past year. There are not a lot of western trained MDs that offer a holistic approach



coupled with cutting edge western medication. I am today reading his next publication… Your
Best Investment a recipe book more or less. I am a RN and A Registered Dietitian, and I concur
with all that Dr. reunite up), shortness of breathe (could no more run which is not normal), high
temperature intolerance (internal temp felt 100+ all day long! Just what a great find in Dr. I am
grateful to end up being under his care. I strongly suggest this book if you are honestly
committed to changing your wellbeing and way of living with the guidance of a genuine
Doctor and not the media quackery that's getting perpetrated by false statements and or
businesses attempting to make a quick buck. Dr. Leaves reader wondering when the specific
technique will be presented.Wants visitors to come be his client. I have found "Feel Good Look
Younger" to become a offer changer for me I've found "Feel Good Look Younger" to become a
offer changer for me. And who knew that this therapy could actually prevent harm to your DNA?
I feel better today than I did so 20 years ago. I recommend this book for anybody who wants
to improve the quality of their lives.This book will help you look for a path-way to achieving
and keeping your optimum health thru knowledge, exercise and diet... I would recommend this
reserve to anyone interested in learning more on how best to better take care of their body
also to feel better. I WISH THIS BOOK HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED a decade AGO I ordered this
reserve after inquiring in regards to a great endocrinologist when We moved to Orlando this
year. Repetitive, self-promoting. Lee in the publication helped me to comprehend and learn
about how the body functions and how something basic as hormonal imbalance, that a lot of
physicians do not usualy check, may help improve consistent problems in health. It really is an
easy read that reduces each of the hormones and some other crucial topics that people all
have to hear to get back on track to health. This book also includes several patient tales that
tie in on how Dr. I didn't. I recommend this publication to anyone seeking to optimize their
health and feel better. I highly recommend Dr. Lee and his book I am a patient of Dr. More
importantly it walks you thru what you can do to stop and perhaps reverse the damage the
effect of a myriad of environmental and misguided medical myths. He has transformed my life!
He offered me a copy of his book within my 1st visit. I highly recommend Dr. Lee and his
publication. Other doctors had told me that I'd never feel great again; Great for linking the
dots to optimal wellbeing. Lee has helped me improve my quality of life tremendously! All
doctors could study from Dr. Lee! Just finished reading Feel Good Look Younger and it made
me feel HOPEFUL Just finished reading FEEL GREAT Look Younger and it made me experience
HOPEFUL. This reserve simplifies what I refer to as the language of medicalease. By intertwining
the latest medical info with individual stories, wrapped up in a fairly little bow in the form of his
son's drawings, Dr. Lee has taken me beyond the outward symptoms of my illness to the root
cause. irritability (this harm my heart the worst because for three months I was so quick
tempered . It is incredible to me that finally someone, Dr.Truth be Told about managing your
health. Lee reaches the heart of every topic, supplying a concise, clear to see
overview.JMOrlando, FL Feeling Better Faster Excellent read. I am on the path to a healthier
lifestyle and feeling much better than I have felt in the last decade because of reading this
publication and also becoming a client of Dr. Lee offers written not only from a professional
viewpoint;), nervousness (I've never been regularly nor noticeably anxious in my life), sweating
(I've never had complications sweating!), itching/hives (not really normal) & shakiness (my hands
could not stop shaking), irritability (this hurt my heart the most severe because for three months
I was therefore quick tempered - that is not regular AT ALL & I'd yell within my kids :( this is the
ultimate straw!), lack of focus (not regular for me- I am a sort A personality), anxiety (not really
normal - God gave me something special of faith), depression (not normal - God gave me the



present of joy & Our DNA happens to be the most important structure in our body.
pleasure).Daniel Nuchovich, MD , Jupiter, FL T3 FREE (triple the high normal) diagnosed 5 years
back & That covers lots of ground, yet Dr. Lee approches their problems and how he helped
them resolve their wellness challenges to feeling better. Lee,MANY THANKS Lucky for me
personally I live in Orlando where Dr. Lee's book Feel Good Appear Younger with great
curiosity. The old I get the even more I want to go through about keeping the body healthful
and what's fresh in the arena of medical analysis. The title FEEL GREAT was especially intriguing,
as I realize, like anyone who's over 50, that one's vitality and stamina become extremely
important with every passing yr. Dr. Lee has many explanations for why hormone replacing
therapy is the answer for not only that sagging feeling prematurily . in the day, but also
disease avoidance. Since reading this publication I started a fresh path for my entire life
resulting in the increased loss of 70 pounds, better expectation for future years and a
modification of attitude toward aging. gratefulness), fatigue (not regular - God gave me the
present of energy & Evidently, premature aging, chronic disease, and even cancer can be the
consequence of DNA damage. Additionally, there is an exposition of Premarin in this examine
that I, frankly, did not know. Relatives in my extended family which have taken Premarin for years
would be very disturbed to know it's made from pregnant mare urine. You don't need to end
up being a doctor to learn that sounds harmful. I'd exactly like to wrap this up by saying that
we are both individuals of Dr. Lee's and he has helped us tremendously! I thought it smart to
read a book that my potential doctor wrote as I got some disappointing experiences with
previous endocrinologists. I strongly recommend this book the youthful and mid-aged people
interested in taking a step forward towards better health. I have recommended this publication
to many of my patients plus they possess found it to become a great source f info and easy to
read. I knew I had thyroid conditions known as Reverse T3 (double the high regular) &
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